AGENDA
COMMITTEE OF THE WHOLE MEETING
TUESDAY, JUNE 19, 2018 IMMEDIATELY FOLLOWING A SPECIAL COUNCIL MEETING
COMMENCING AT 4 P.M.

Call to Order @ _____ p.m.
Moved by Councillor , seconded by Councillor
THAT the agenda be adopted.

CARRIED

DELEGATIONS:
a)

Ltr #253 from the Creston RCMP Detachment regarding a delegation with respect to a Town of
Creston and Creston RCMP Relationship Assessment.

DATE OF
RES.
MEETING
NO.
New Business:

BRIEF
DESCRIPTION
Ltr #252 from the Director of Municipal Services regarding the Recreational
Cannabis Legalization Community Questionnaire Results.

QUESTION
PERIOD:

Adjourned @ ______ p.m.

Ltr #253
File: COTW
Action: COTW – June 19, 2018

TOWN OF CRESTON

DELEGATION REQUEST
I/WE REQUEST TO ATTEND THE FOLLOWING MEETING:

(NOTE: Items discussed at a PUBLIC Meeting are available to the press for publication.)

X REGULAR OR □ CLOSED COMMITTEE OF THE WHOLE ON June 19, 2018
@ 4:00 p.m. First and Third Tuesday of each month

□ REGULAR OR □ CLOSED COUNCIL MEETING ON

, 201_

@ 4:00 p.m. Second and Fourth Tuesday of each month
NAME OF DELEGATION: Creston RCMP Detachment
SPOKESPERSON(S): Staff Sergeant Ryan Currie
MAILING ADDRESS:

TELEPHONE NO.:

EMAIL:

DETAILS OF ISSUE TO BE DISCUSSED:

RCMP and Town of Creston Relationship Assessment

PLEASE READ CAREFULLY
Council Procedures Bylaw No. 1647 states:
(1 (1)
The Members may hear up to four (4) delegations at each Closed, Regular, Special, Council and/or Committee
meeting, with a time limit of 15 minutes per delegation.
(2 (2)
Requests by delegates will be reviewed by the Town Manager to determine whether or not the delegation should be
heard by Committee or by Council at its next regular scheduled meeting. All delegation requests must be written
requests, submitted to the office of the Town Manager, clearly setting out the subject matter to be dealt with, the
proposals intended to be made and the name of the spokesperson(s).
(3)
A petition to Council shall include the name and residential address of each petitioner and the name and mailing
address of a contact person.
(4 (4)
Council must not permit delegations to address a meeting of the Council or its committees on the following:
(a) A bylaw in respect of which a public hearing has been held, where the public hearing is required under an
enactment as a pre-requisite to the adoption of the bylaw.
(b) Official Community Plan Bylaws, or Zoning & Development Bylaws, including amendments to such bylaws,
which have received first reading and which have not been adopted, defeated, or abandoned.
(c) Matters on which the Town Manager has commenced prosecution, and on which judgement has not been
rendered.
(d) Business Licence Hearings conducted in accordance with Part 20 of the Local Government Act.
(e) The promotion of commercial products or services that in the opinion of the Member presiding have no
connection to the business of the Town.
(f) Publicly tendered contracts or proposal calls for the provision of goods or services for the Town, between the
time that such contract or proposal call has been authorized and the time such contract or proposal call has
been awarded, either by Council or Town staff.
(5)
The provisions of clause (b) of subsection 4.11 (4) do not apply where a second or subsequent Public Hearing is to be
held on an Official Community Plan Bylaw or Zoning & Development bylaw, or amendments to such bylaws, whichever is
the case.

Your Delegation Request for Tuesdsay, June 19, 2018 at 4p.m., is
X Confirmed
_________ Declined
(Please contact the Corporate Officer at (250) 428-2214, ext. 225, if you require further information)

APPENDIX A
RECREATIONAL CANNABIS LEGALIZATION COMMUNITY
QUESTIONNAIRE RESULTS
April 24th 2018
File: 0175.02.R1

RECREATIONAL CANNABIS LEGALIZATION COMMUNITY
QUESTIONNAIRE RESULTS
Note: Comments quoted in this report are recorded as written by the responders, and have not been
edited in any way for spelling, grammar, or appropriateness.
Question 1: Do you support or oppose the legalization of cannabis for recreational use in Canada?

Paper Results

Online Results
Not
completed
Strongly
support

Strongly
Support

Somewhat
support

1%
34%

33%

Somewhat
Support
Neither
Support nor
Oppose

8%
7%

17%

Somewhat
Oppose

23%

Neither
48% support nor
oppose

7%
7%
15%

Strongly
oppose

Strongly
Oppose

Not completed
Strongly Support
Somewhat Support
Neither Support nor Oppose
Somewhat Oppose
Strongly Oppose

Handwritten Comments:


Can see both pros & cons

Somewhat
oppose

4
98
49
21
23
102

Strongly support
Somewhat support
Neither support nor oppose
Somewhat oppose
Strongly oppose

130
41
18
19
63





THIS IS A OPEN CAN OF WORMS! HOW ARE THE RCMP GOING TO KEEP THIS IN CHECK? 

no driving under the influence!! smoking restricted to private residences & cannabis only cafes
or restricted area only??

Question 2: Do you agree that having legitimate businesses related to cannabis will be positive for the
local economy?

Paper Results

Online Results
Not
completed

Strongly
agree

Strongly
agree
1%

29%

30%

7%

8%

Somewhat
agree

17%

25%

Somewhat
agree
Neither
agree nor
disagree

7%

45%

6%

Somewhat
disagree

25%

4
89
75
24
22
85

Somewhat
disagree

Strongly
disagree

Strongly
disagree

Not completed
Strongly agree
Somewhat agree
Neither agree nor disagree
Somewhat disagree
Strongly disagree

Neither
agree nor
disagree

Strongly agree
Somewhat agree
Neither agree nor disagree
Somewhat disagree
Strongly disagree

122
68
16
18
47

Handwritten Comments:





Province and Federal will benefit – not municipalities.
WHO PAYS FOR THE SOCIAL PROBLEMS THAT FOLLOW?

it might be possible (Somewhat agree) but how is it safely regulated especially in the early
stages of legalization?

Question 3: If cannabis retail stores are permitted in the Town of Creston, which locations do you feel
would be appropriate?

Paper Results

Online Results

“Any commercial area” responses (88) added to Creston Valley Mall
area, Downtown Core and Northwest Boulevard

“Any commercial area” responses (122) added to Creston Valley
Mall area, Downtown Core and Northwest Boulevard

Creston Valley Mall
area

Creston Valley Mall
area

Downtown Core

Downtown Core

Northwest Boulevard

Northwest Boulevard

Other

Other

Unsure

Unsure
0

Unsure
Other
Northwest Boulevard
Downtown Core
Creston Valley Mall area

50

100

150

200

0

31
91
118
122
150

Unsure
Other
Northwest Boulevard
Downtown Core
Creston Valley Mall area

Other:















1 - downtown, 1 - mall
ACROSS ROAD FROM RCMP
ADJACENT TO RCMP
AT LEAST 5 MILES from Town!
BC LIQUAR STORE (SALE CONTROLED)
BC Liquor Outlet
Beside Hospital have commercial space available
By Tim Hortons Area
cannabis is a destroyer from the Devil
DO NOT PERMIT retail stores in Creston. *illegible* oppose cannabis.
don't feel any are Appropiate
Drugstore
equivalent to liquor store locations
Erickson

50

100

150

200

23
38
154
166
172










































Erickson
Far from schools
Far out of town
Farthest away from schools
Government liquor stores only
Has to be kept at one location to be monitored.
Highway 3 (ERICKSON WAY)
IN THE LIQUOR STORE
INDIGENIS RESERVE
inside RCMP Building people can be monitored - those who will drive impaired!
just inside town boundaries
LANDFILL SITE
Licensed Liquor Outlets
Licensed Liquor Stores
limit numbers
Liquor STore
LIQUOR STORE
liquor store
LIQUOR STORE / DRUG STORE
Liquor Stores & Pharmacys Only.
Maybe Pharmacies.
NEAR RCMP
NEXT DOOR TO COP SHOP EVEN THIS IS TOO CLOSE TO SCHOOLS.
NIL
No location is acceptable
no locations at all
NO OUTLETS
No permitted
NO PLACE
No where
No where
No where
NO WHERE!
None
NONE
NONE
NONE
NONE
None
NONE










































NONE
NONE
NONE
NONE
None
None
None
None
NONE
NONe
none
None
none - no where!!!
None - Should not be here
None of the above
NONE!!!
NONE.
NOT
Not around schools
not at all
not close to school
Not in Our Town!
not in town limits
Not near kids
NOT NEAR PUBLIC PARKS, SCHOOLS, OR WHERE CHILDREN GATHER REC CENTRE, DAYCARES.
Not residential areas
Now Where
NOWHERE
Nowhere near Creston
OUT OF TOWN
outskirts of town ie. commercial
pharmacies
Pharmacies
Pharmacy
PREFERABLY NONE
Provincial Liquor Store
rather not have any!
Recreational - out of sight, Medicinal - downtown
Somewhere public
SPREAD AROUND







































strictly drugstores
where ever gov't liquor stores are located
where it would not bother other businss
ZERO APPRORRIATE LOCATIONS
Any commercial area as long as it is not near a school or other facility used by children
Anywhere that is away from residential areas. No person should be brought into the retail
locations simply on account of their residential location.
Anywhere, shouldnâ€™t be restricted
as far out of the core as possible
bc liquor store
Don't think there should be one.
Grocery stores
Home business
i would encourage the retail locations to be visible and central to encourage legitimacy, tourism
and overflow benefits to other business
I'm not for this. This is far worse than tobbacco!
In the RCMP building so that they know who to moniter for impared driving.
Industrial Areas, Places that are accessible by vehicle only as a deterrent for underage buyers.
Legalized medical cannibas only and distributed from a pharmacy.
liqour stores
liquer outlets only
liquor stores only
LKB
more points of sale reduce the black market trade.
NEXT DOOR TO THE RCMP BUILDING.
Next door to the RCMP police station.
Next to PCCS. We need to get them stoned so that Canadians will do the low paying jobs.
No location is appropriate. We should promote a safe community for our children to grow up in
and if we have shops selling marijuana throughout our town we are exposing our children to this
unsavoury culture.
No location would be appropriate, as I oppose cannabis for recreational use in Canada.
No place is appropriate.
None
none
none
None. I'm opposed to any retail outlet. Doctors can priscibe if they want.
North Pole
Not anywhere there will be children.
nowhere near schools /playgrounds
On the out skirts of town, NOT the centre of town or the malls










Pharmacies already established
RCMP office
sewer plant
Should have very limited signage or symbols
The privacy of those who want to purchase it should be considered. Somewhere off Northwest
Boulevard would be ideal.
The stores should have the same restrictions that alcohol sales have.
There is no “good” location. If I had to choose I was sat at the Creston valley mall in the current
bc liquor store would be a reasonable location
They s/b nowhere near this community!

Handwritten Comments:




Downtown core is too close to high school, (Creston Valley Mall area) what about that unused
huge old clothing retail store? as long as no smoking on premises or driving under the influence
shouldn't disturb other businesses - but this might keep it in public eye, maybe might help to
regulate??

Question 4: Municipalities will have the ability to regulate the number of retail cannabis stores once
recreational cannabis sales are legalized in Canada. Do you think there should be a maximum number of
retail cannabis businesses allowed in Creston?

Paper Results
2%

Online Results
Not
completed

20%

34%

No
9%

Unsure

Unsure
Yes

9%

Not completed
No
Unsure
Yes

7
60
26
204

Average number of stores among “Yes”
responders

1.45

Handwritten Comments:

















Yes

57%

69%

No

5 to 3
4-5 in area
2, Maybe 3
1-2 if needed
1-2
Illegible comment
1 to 2
3 or 4
Same as liquor outlets
SIMILAR TO LIQUOR STORES

1 if necessary prefer 0
2-3
To be allowable same as gov’t liquor stores
No stores
0-1

No
Unsure
Yes

92
24
155

Average number of stores among “Yes”
responders

1.86



















As many as there are liquor stores or tobacco sales outlets
1 PER TOWN AREA
Same regulations as liquor stores
DrugTores only
Do not want possibility of favoritism. Free enterprise will be self limiting.
2 / 7000 people
2 just to be competitive
Equal to liquor outlets
I DON"T THINK THERE SHOULD BE ANY, HOWEVER IF THERE IS NO MORE THAN ONE
It should be population and distribution quantity dependant
Let the market decide how many the community can support.
MARKET will decide
Spread area around
0-1
Same as beer/wine stores. Canyon Store, Hwy Cabins, Jimmy's Store, Wynndel Store.
Start with 1
1 maybe 2

Question 5: Currently, retail liquor stores in Creston are permitted to be open from 9am to 11pm (as
per provincial legislation). Cannabis retail stores in Creston should be permitted to be open:

Paper Results

Online Results

Not completed

11%

9%

2%

Longer opening
hours than
liquor stores

5%

Longer
opening
hours than
liquor stores

6%

Same
opening
hours as
liquor stores

21%

Same opening
hours as liquor
stores

29%
49%

68%

Shorter opening
hours than
liquor stores

Shorter
opening
hours than
liquor stores

Unsure

Unsure

Not completed
Longer opening hours than liquor stores
Same opening hours as liquor stores
Shorter opening hours than liquor stores
Unsure

28
6
145
87
31

Handwritten Comments:







Not opened!
Not at all
Should not be permitted at all
NEVER OPEN
CUT LIQUOR STORE HOURS
In that none should be permitted to open

Longer opening hours than liquor stores
Same opening hours as liquor stores

17
185

Shorter opening hours than liquor stores

57

Unsure

12
















No hours
NO OPENING HOURS
More than >5

OPPOSE RETAIL STORES
DO NOT OPEN!!!
Not at all
NOT
Cannabis retail stores in Creston should NOT be permitted to be open
Closed
NON
NONE
Not at all
7:00AM - 7:01AM

Question 6: The proposed Federal and Provincial legislation will give municipalities the authority to
establish minimum-distance requirements between cannabis retail stores and other public places. For
each of the uses listed below, please indicate what you feel is an appropriate minimum-distance from
cannabis retail stores:
Elementary and secondary schools

Paper Results
Not completed

Online Results

33

unsure

unsure

28

12

>5 blocks

>5 blocks

140

145
3-5 blocks

3-5 blocks
2 blocks

2 blocks

24

1 block

25

23

1 block

5

none

none

20
0

none
1 block
2 blocks
3-5 blocks
>5 blocks
unsure
Not completed

55

45

50

100

150

200

20
5
23
45
145
28
33

15
0

none
1 block
2 blocks
3-5 blocks
>5 blocks
unsure

50

100

150

15
25
24
55
140
12

Liquor stores

Paper Results
Not completed

Online Results

40

unsure

45

>5 blocks

43

unsure

21

>5 blocks

31

3-5 blocks
3-5 blocks

14

2 blocks

13

17

2 blocks

1 block

1 block

22

none

none
1 block
2 blocks
3-5 blocks
>5 blocks
unsure
Not completed

50

100

16

none

120
0

10

150

120
22
13
14
43
45
40

176
0

none
1 block
2 blocks
3-5 blocks
>5 blocks
unsure

50

100

150

200

176
16
10
17
31
21

Daycares

Paper Results
Not completed

32

unsure

31

Online Results
unsure

16

>5 blocks

>5 blocks

136

144
3-5 blocks

3-5 blocks

51

35
2 blocks

2 blocks
1 block

1 block

11

none

50

29

none

25
0

none
1 block
2 blocks
3-5 blocks
>5 blocks
unsure
Not completed

20

19

100

150

200

25
11
19
35
144
31
32

19
0

none
1 block
2 blocks
3-5 blocks
>5 blocks
unsure

50

100

150

19
29
20
51
136
16

Parks & playgrounds

Paper Results
Not completed

29

unsure

30

Online Results
unsure

17

>5 blocks

>5 blocks

136

142
3-5 blocks

3-5 blocks

39

42
2 blocks

2 blocks
1 block

1 block

8

none

32

none

26
0

none
1 block
2 blocks
3-5 blocks
>5 blocks
unsure
Not completed

25

20

50

100

150

26
8
20
42
142
30
29

22
0

none
1 block
2 blocks
3-5 blocks
>5 blocks
unsure

50

100

150

22
32
25
39
136
17

Youth Facilities

Paper Results
Not completed

32

unsure

29

Online Results
unsure

18

> 5 blocks

> 5 blocks

135

142
3-5 blocks

3-5 blocks
2 blocks

2 blocks

25

1 block

23

none

21

20

1 block

8

none

23
0

none
1 block
2 blocks
3-5 blocks
> 5 blocks
unsure
Not completed

49

43

50

100

150

23
8
20
43
142
29
32

0

none
1 block
2 blocks
3-5 blocks
> 5 blocks
unsure

50

100

150

21
23
25
49
135
18

Public recreation/community facilities

Paper Results
Not completed

35

unsure

33

Online Results
unsure

17

>5 blocks

>5 blocks

117

130
3-5 blocks

3-5 blocks

47

35
2 blocks

2 blocks
1 block

1 block

14

none

50

32

none

26
0

none
1 block
2 blocks
3-5 blocks
>5 blocks
unsure
Not completed

17

24

100

26
14
24
35
130
33
35

150

41
0

none
1 block
2 blocks
3-5 blocks
>5 blocks
unsure

50

100

150

41
32
17
47
117
17

Other cannabis retail stores

Paper Results
Not completed

Online Results

32

unsure

unsure

68

>5 blocks

39

>5 blocks

74

80
3-5 blocks

3-5 blocks

23

30
2 blocks

2 blocks

11

1 block

12

1 block

none

none
1 block
2 blocks
3-5 blocks
>5 blocks
unsure
Not completed

20

40

60

80

18

none

64
0

12

100

64
12
11
30
80
68
32

105
0

none
1 block
2 blocks
3-5 blocks
>5 blocks
unsure

50

100

150

105
18
12
23
74
39

Other (Please specify)

Paper Results
Minimum Distance

Other (Please specify)

1 KILOMETER FROM
ANY DEVELOPMENT
1 MILE AT LEAST ON
THE OTHER SIDE WEST
OF THE KOOTENAY PASS

3-5 blocks
1 block
2 blocks
2 blocks

unsure

Online Results
Minimum Distance

Other (Please specify)

>5 blocks

any

unsure

10 MILES
15 MILES
5 BLOCKS even more
5 MILES +
AS FAR AWAY AS
POSSIBLE
AS FAR AWAY AS
POSSIBLE
AS MANY Blocks away
As Possible

unsure
>5 blocks
>5 blocks
none

As far as possible
Cannabis stores should
be treated the sma as
any lawful business and
as such locate where
the demand lies.
Far away from schools
Gleaners/Food Bank
high school

none

hospital

>5 blocks

Hospital

>5 blocks

ASK RCMP
AT LEAST 5 MILES from
ANYTHING!!!
Ban *illegible* stores
cannabis is destructive
to people's health
Churches

>5 blocks

Hospitals
I don't want to see who
goes in or out of these
stores where ever I am

>5 blocks
>5 blocks

my place
My Residence

none
>5 blocks

churches
Churches
City Hall
Depends of layout of
land. Hills not in view of
eachother? Same as
liquor store guidelines.

>5 blocks
>5 blocks
3-5 blocks

no stores
out of town
outside of downtown
core
Outside town limits
Residential

1 block

DON'T MATTER
none

Don't ruin or TOWN

>5 blocks

Drug stores only

>5 blocks

Resturaunts
Same current
regulations for Retail
Liquor Stores
Seniors condos and
care facilities
Should not be sold in
retail stores in Creston

unsure

Drugstores (req)
everywhere - 1 million
miles
Farther away the better!

>5 blocks

halfway/rehab house

>5 blocks

HIGH SCHOOL

>5 blocks

Hospitals
Hospitals & Res. Care
Facilities
hospitals / care aide
facilities
I see Cannabis retail
same as government
liquor stores
requirement and regs
MY CHOICE WOULD BE
CRESTON VALLEY MALL
/ IT IS FAR REMOVED
FROM ALL ABOVE
EXCEPT LIQUOR STORE /
WOULD BE LESS
CONGESTION &
LOITERING

2 blocks
>5 blocks

unsure

No distance appropriate
NO LOCATIONS
ANYWHERE PLEASE!!!
No Outlets
NO RETAIL STORES.
No where nearer than 5
miles. Peope that don't
use it should be able to
go where they need to
without smelling it.

none

none
NONE ALLOWED!
None of the above
NONE!!
Not allowed in Creston
not any
NOT IN CANADA
NOT IN PUBLIC AT ALL
NOT NEAR LIQUOR DON'T MIX & NOT

>5 blocks

Similar to liquor stores
the further away the
better

>5 blocks

SIMILAR....
nowhere where kids can
access easily.
ONLY IN OR CLOSE TO
OUR 1 MAIN LIQUAR
STORE
Opposed to anywhere

none

Pharmacies
Police Station
PREFER NOT AT ALL

>5 blocks

PUBS/BARS

2 blocks

RESIDENTIAL

>5 blocks

RESTAURANTS
SAME AS BC LIQUOR
STORES
SAME AS LIQUOR
STORES
SAME AS LIQUOR
STORES
same as Liquor Stores
Should be allowed on
private property and
designated areas
SHOULD BE AS
DIFFICULT AS LIQUOR
TO OBTAIN. SAME
LEGAL CHARGES AS DUI.
Sold @ Pharmacies only

>5 blocks

none

TEN BLOCKS!
There should be NO
cannabis retail stores.
within commercial
zones

Handwritten Comments:







No Where
Or more!
CRANBROOK
Why have any retail stores selling drugs???
LIMIT 2 PER TOWN
One million miles away is about right




:| hmmm...
NONE!!

Question 7: Should cannabis smoking / vaping be permitted in age-restricted lounges and cafes?

Paper Results

2%

Online Results

No

18%

29%

Unsure

No

4%

Unsure

Yes
76%

No
Unsure
Yes
Not completed

Yes

Not
completed

227
12
55
5

7%

No
Unsure
Yes

64%

173
20
78

Handwritten Comments:
















Legion? Pubs?
Not at all
NONE
THE DAMN STUFF STINKS!
UNEQUIVACLY - I VOW TO NEVER EVER GO TO ANY BUSINESS THAT ALLOWS POT TO BE
CONSUMED ON PREMISE.
AIR CONTAMINATION
NO SMOKING – PERIOD
Don’t want to smell it outside building. Proper filters in ventilator.
SMOKING IS NOT ALLOWED IN THEM

AT DESCRETION OF PROPERTY OWNERS
TREATED LIKE REGULAR TOBACCO USE!
Except in areas same as cigarettes
Should adhere to the current smoking regulations. You can get high for 2nd hand cannabis smoke
No smoking is no smoking (anything)








Should be same as present smoking laws
Members only club
Outside
Same as Cigarettes
Stinks! Tobacco smoke is bad enough - this stinks even worse
not in dining places like Ricki's where there are mixed ages & not near any public areas the
smells are disgusting

Question 8: The Federal government has indicated that individuals will be allowed to grow up to four
cannabis plants at home. Should they be allowed to grow their cannabis plants outdoors?

Paper Results

Online Results

No, inside
only

No, inside only

Unsure

7%
33%

23%

26%

26%
Yes, anywhere
on their
property

31%

6%

6%

Yes, but set
back from
property line

42%

Unsure
Yes, anywhere on their property
Yes, but set back from property line
Not completed

99
17
93
70
20

No, inside only
Unsure
Yes, anywhere on their property
Yes, but set back from property line

Handwritten Comments:







Yes,
anywhere on
their
property
Yes, but set
back from
property line

Not completed

No, inside only

Unsure

Out of sight
Theft!
NONE
Yes, anywhere on their property “leads to theft”
No (inside only crossed out)
IT’S A ‘WEED’ WILL SPREAD

71
17
114
69




















OR LOCKED GARDEN CONTAINED/NO ACCESS FROM OUTSIDE PROPERTY
No (inside only crossed out) anywhere
No where
But no so visible
ACTUALLY NOWHERE. CHILDREN ARE AT RISK at home in cars etc
No (inside only crossed out)

NO WHERE!!!
NOT ANYWHERE
NO
Nowhere
Nowhere
NONE!
Not at all
No where!
At least secured/locked greenhouses, how can you keep kids out otherwise - how close is the
house to a school?
Not at all
No (inside only crossed out)

Question 9: Should the Town consider a bylaw regarding where cannabis and tobacco may be smoked
and vaped?

Paper Results
2%
10%

No

12%
3%

Unsure

Yes, cannabis AND tobacco smoking / vaping
should be banned in all public places
Yes, ONLY cannabis smoking / vaping should
be banned in all public places
Not completed

73%

Online Results
8%

No

21%
Unsure

7%
Yes, cannabis AND tobacco smoking / vaping
should be banned in all public places

Yes, ONLY cannabis smoking / vaping should
be banned in all public places

64%

No
Unsure
Yes, cannabis AND tobacco smoking /
vaping should be banned in all public places
Yes, ONLY cannabis smoking / vaping should
be banned in all public places
Not completed

37
8
216
29
7

No

56

Unsure
Yes, cannabis AND tobacco smoking / vaping
should be banned in all public places
Yes, ONLY cannabis smoking / vaping should
be banned in all public places

19
175
21

Handwritten Comments:











NONE *illegible* ABOVE IN PUBLIC PLACES
As with alcohol
Tobacco SMOKING ALREADY IS BANNED AND RESTRICTED
I think there should be pubs for the smoking as per alcohol use
INCLUDING OUTSIDE ANYWHERE
TO STOP PUBLIC HIGHS!
Ban both EVERYWHERE
Same as present smoking laws & what about medical??
Outside for all smoking
because the smell is so overpowering. People are already used to smoking privately and that can
continue.

Question 10: I am a:

Paper Results
Town Resident

Online Results
270

Resident & Business Owner

21

Town Resident
Resident & Business Owner

Town Business Owner

4

Town Business Owner

Other (Property Owner)

2

Other

MAYBE NOT FOR LONG
WE are Town Residents
Senior

Question 11: Your Postal Code: (Combined Results)
V0B 1G0
V0B 1G1
V0B 1G2
V0B 1G3
V0B 1G4
V0B 1G5
V0B 1G6

83
7
2
149
70
190
57

V0B 1G7
V0B 1G8
V0B 1G9
V0B 2N1
V1C 2G2
V2A 1G5
V0B 1C1

1
16
0

Handwritten Comments:




254

1
4
1
1
1
1
1

Question 12:
Additional Comments / Concerns:

Paper Results

























It is important that alternative health stores can sell medicinal cannabis.
AGAINST ALL OF IT!
Age limit should be same as tobacco and alcohol. If price is the same or greater than that
charged by a dealer, they will still go to the dealer. Also, restricted hours will keep dealer sales
up because of ease of access in off hours.
cannabis is a destroyer from the Devil.
CANNABIS IS JUST AS IMPAIRING AS ALCOHOL. - SPEAK FROM EXPERIENCE.
Cannabis is NOT like alcohol. I have grown it for 45 years and believe it needs to be removed
from the "BLACK MARKET" asap. :)
CANNABIS LEGALIZATION IS AN EXTREMELY BAD IDEA.
Cannabis should be used for medical reasons only.
Cannabis should not be legalized at all! On police reports there are a lot of impaired drivers.
There will be more with pot users, but there is no device to determine if one is high on pot!
CANNIBIS SHOULD NOT BE LEGALIZED IN CANADA, SMOKING & ALCOHOL REGULATED
PROPERLY OR REMOVED.
Cannibus stores should be Securely Stored after Store Hours.
Check out statistics on how crime + driving under the influence has hurt cities / states (ie.
Colorado) It should not be sold anywhere on our main streets - would be detrimental to tourism
+ would be easy access for kids.
Do not agree with legalization of cannabis in any way shape or form.
DO NOT BELIEVE CANNABIS SHOULD BE AVAILABLE ANYWHERE. PROGRESSES TO HARDER
DRUGS ie. HEROIN, COCAINE ETC.
DRIVING WHEN USING CANNABIS. APPARENTLY THERE IS NO WAY TO DETERMINE CANNABIS
IMPAIRMENT. NOT GOOD.
Expect a lot more crime and car accidents!!
FOR BETTER OR WORSE, WE HAVE A TRADITION OF HAVING REGULATION REGARDING MOOD
ALTERING SUBSTANCES. FOR NOW WE SHOULD CONTINUE THIS TREATING THEM IN A SIMILAR
FASHION [TOBACCO, ALCOHOL, CANNABIS].
For the people, give job, and send to work - no drugs! Overdose muss be pay, by Mr. Trudeau
not by the tax payers!
good job Town hall admin.! thanks for asking!!
Governments in Canada should pay attention to health research - all VALID research - which
indicates that cannabis is VERY destructive to mental & physical health.
Having worked in retail and having cannabis smokers in the store, the smell is as bad or worse
than tobacco. Limiting the smoking in town will help in not turning people away from shopping
downtown, because of the smell.
























HOW ABOUT A BYLAW TO DEAL WITH THE SMELL OF CANNABIS BEING SMOKED ON
RESIDENTIAL PROPERTY & DRIFTING ACROSS THE NEIGHBORHOOD.? MORE IMPARED DRIVERS
WILL BE AN EVEN LARGER DANGER - ARE WE PREPARED?
I AM NOT OPPOSED TO STRICTLY REGULATED MEDICAL USE.
I disagree with all. Will contribute to more use. Wrong approach.
I do not agree with the legislation. therefore I do not want to see any retail outlets or grow
operation in my town.
I don't smoke tobacco nor any other legal or illegal substance. I'm very bothered by smoke of all
kinds, and am very worred that my health & enjoyment will be negatively affected by
smoke/vaped cannabis odours nearby by home & public places I patronize. I'm also very worried
about drugged drivers causing vehicular + pedestrian collisions.
I feel that Recreational Cannibus should not be legalized and should be sold by prescription for
medicinal purposes ONLY.
I feel that there should be an age limit, the same as alcohol, that cannabis can be sold to.
I find marajuana smoke odour nauseating. I believe the legalization of recreational use of
marijuana will increase vehicle-caused deaths and injuries.
I have no concerns, cannabis has been grown and used in Creston for years.
I live in a tri-plex (in middle). Other resident smoked on veranda. Car window was open. My
vehicle smelled like pot for 3 days. Disgusting. If you are NEAR pot, your hair and clothes take on
the stench. Unacceptable. An employee at Pealow's walked by me in store, reeked of pot-happy
lunch hour! Watch assault rates in Canada escalate. You implementer of bylaws need to be in
prayer to minimize what's coming down.. God bless.
I really don't see and difference between liquor use/sales than cannabis use and sales, and
whatever laws/bylaws apply to both. esp now that it is being legalized same as alcohol.
I see absolutely no benefit to legalizing cannabis for recreational use. (Medical use-yes) Policing
problems. It will encourage more use.
I take assorted cannabis products for my epilepsy. So yes more open availability and education is
more than welcome.
I wish that the use of recreational marijuana will constitute a positive economic change for the
Town. It must be held in a very responsible manner.
I would rather someone smoking cannabis next to me or walk past me then someone smoking
tobacco. It least its natural and smells better. I have a right to CLEAN air in public spaces! Kids
safety first! Please BAN ALL smoking in public spaces! Thank you for the oportunity to have a say
in the community.
IF CANNABIS WORKS FOR PAIN, SLEEP APNEA OR OTHER MENTAL, PHYSICAL PROBLEMS THEN
WHY IS IT SUCH A BIG DEAL TO LEGALIZE. GET OUR DOCTORS INVOLVED.
IF TOBBACO SMOKE BLOWS IN THE WIND SO WILL CANNIBIS!! SHOULD BE INDOORS ONLY.
WHAT ABOUT THE CHILDREN AND PETS??
If/When/Legalized it makes it SO MUCH SAFER for people buying marijuana. Right now, they're
buying it anyway + sometimes it contains deadly ingredients that they aren't aware of.
























IN THE EARLY AGES OF THE WORLD. MEN WERE LARGELY GIVEN TO STUDY THE HEAVENS, AND
THEY LOVED TO TRACE THEIR DESCENT FROM THE GODS. IN OUR DAYS THEY STUDY THE EARTH,
AND ARE CONTENT TO TRACE THEIR EVOLUTION FROM THE MUD.
Is there a law that requires that we allow drug selling establishments to open up a shop in our
town???
Its about time perhap the cash involved now will come to a good service.
It's about time things changed in this regard!
It's not healthy / not needed if not proven as medical medicine / Dangerous for driving /
Horrible smelling - can't keep it contained. Cause people allery problems from smelling it. keeps
people that can't stand the smell of it and what it does to you nose etc a prisoner in their house
to keep away from it. It's an unproven drug for health of young peoples developing brains. All
pot heads.!!
LEGALIZATION of RECREATIONAL cannabis IN CANADA IS A VERY SAD DAY FOR CANADA.
Let the law of supply + demand weed out (no pun intended) the number of cannabis shops in
town. Would love to see empty stores downtown have businesses in them.
Like alcohol and tobacco the taxes far exceed the cost of the product. its high time that money
should be helping the country not the drug cartels or the little greaser with his grow-op in the
woods and starting forest fires. WAKE UP!! PEOPLE!!.
My heart is very sad for the country that has been my home for over 80 years! I gace "thanks"
for being blessed to have been born in this Great Land of Canada!! And now I have filled out a
form to legalize Marijuana??!! Is there NO ONE in Government that has " Good Old Common
Sense?? I think NOT :(
My use is medical. I use many other products, creams, oils, roll on's for pain.
NO - Non profit or Society Ventures.
No smoking of any kind. Live healthy lives. lots of exercise, fresh fruits and vegetables or you will
end up in Swan Valley ahead of time!
Non-drug users need to be protected from the users. No one should be forced to breathe
cannabis in public places. Just because this drug will be legal is no reason to make it easier to
obtain than drugs such as alcohol and tobacco.
Not in favor of legalizing Cannabis until they can legally Test for being under the influence for
Drivers.
Paper copy. I believe it is time to seriously look at our carbon footprint and how the smoke of
cannibis & tobacco affects our environment. This is a much serious Issue than "where" to sell
cannibis. Although Pharmacies is the best & safest option. STAFF NOTE: #1 written comment
s"medical purposes *ONLY*. - #2 written comment "medical prescription only." - #4 written
comment "Both Pharmacies * Shoppers & Pharmasave." - #5 written comment "PHARMACIES" #6 Liquor Stores selected both 1 and >5, left blank. #6 Public Rec not completed, left blank. #7
written comment "Definite - NO."
Paper copy. Might be helpful to hold information sessions as to the changes to the possession
and purchase of cannabis.























People can do as they wish in the privacy of their own homes, not force it on the unwilling rest
of the community
People have smoked Cannabis forever, so that said - I am all for its use for medicinal reasons.
However not fond of the smell from around my home or in public. This will be HARD to regulate
considering people in this area have access Cannabis with or without fed or local permission.
Please ban all sales of cannabis in Creston. Medical by prescription only.
POLICE COSTS SHOULD BE UP TO THE FEDERAL AND PROVINCIAL GOVERNMENTS, NOT THE
MUNICIPALITIES, THRU THE TAXATION OF CANNABIS.
Pray this never happens as we will never know who is "high" driving the Cranbrook, Trail,
Castlegar highways until there are more accidents.
Public consumption is a federal deision. One legal how can you tell someone they can't grow 4
plants in the garden?
Put into a Liquor Store - so its tottally regulated.
Shops should be North of the car dealers.
Should be sold in drug stores only and same hours as they do They are all away fom schools and
would solve that problem.
SHOULD BE TREATED LIKE ALCOHOL, SAME RULES.
Side effects of smoking cannabis ie: lung cancer are not being addressed properly.
STUDENTS AT PCSS ARE CURRENTLY USING AN ABANDONED HOUSE ONE-HALF BLOCK FROM
THE SCHOOL TO USE CANNABIS. THIS SEEMS TO BE OK WITH LAW INFORCEMENT. SO THE
IMPORTANT THING IS TO RESTRICT WHERE IT CAN BE BOUGHT. CRIMENAL ELEMENT SHOULD
BE LESS WHEN LEGAL.
The $ spent on destroying plants! The $ spent making it medically OK! The $ spent making it
legal! The $ spent on the survey! The $ spent + budgeted 4 additional HEALTHCARE! WHEN WILL
WE EVER LEARN? Seems impossible to change the SAFETY of a "POISON. This new proposed law
is creating a load of potential problems
The brain damage, birth defects, social problems cause by cannabis will increase medical, legal
and general cost astronomically. Why are we legalizing cancer causing, social disruption, etc?
Making it legal doesn't solve ANY problems. Devastation will still occur and cost the community
mega bucks!
The LeDain Comission found that Marijuana use could result in dependency and cognitive
impairment. Long term, it can damage brain cells. Human brains are still developing until age
twenty-five and are therefore especially vulnerable. Like alcohol, marijuana will cause societal
and family problems. Those for whom sales reap financial benefits will likely ignore the evils
associated with mind altering substances. They will try to persuade us that we need them.
THE LEGALIZATION OF POT IS THE MOST ILL CONCEIVED IDEA EVER - NO EDUCATION HAS BEEN
DONE, ATTITUDES HAVE BEEN DEVELOPED IN YOUNG PEOPLE BY PRO-MEDICINAL INFO.
NOTHING ABOUT ILL EFFECTS - NO CONSULTATION WITH OTHER PLACES THAT HAVE DONE
THIS. PROCEED WITH UTMOST CAUTION. IT WAS AN ELECTION PLOY BY TRUDEAU!!
























The town should be assured of large tax benefit from taxation of cannabis. I do not want
smoking outside as the smoke drifts into my yard which I do not appreciate. They should smoke
in their houses so they can get the biggest "bang" for their buck!
There is no way cannabis s/b, allowed in any and all public spaces - All FRESH AIR spaces must
remain smoke free Non smokers (cigarettes or cannabis etc) should never be 'forced' to 'smoke'
in public spaces due to other's smoking.
Town resident for 83 years & no, I do not indulge.
Unfortunately, politicians are often motivated by the dollars that they can get from a project
and do NOT consider the consequences of an end project. Such is the case with the legalization
of Cannabis! Not only health, mental, social, etc issues our Police and community will be dealing
with the effects of this legalization. It is difficult for anyone let alone politicians to take a positive
stance. Hopeful this council will make the RIGHT DECISION!
VAPING DOES NOT PROMOTE SMOKING CESSATION. MARIJUANA IS BAD FOR LUNGS TOO. THE
"HABITUATION" ASSOCIATED WITH SMOKING ANYTHING (RITUAL, MOVEMENTS, ETC) IS AN
ADDICTION IN ITSELF.
We are in favor of medical use of cannabis and agree those in need should have it as available as
prescription drugs. However recreational use will be abused just as alcohol is abused. It would
NOT improve tourism for the right reasons. The pickers are a prime example!
We are not sure of the long term effects. There are many opinions of what has happened in the
US.
WE DO NOT REQUIRE STONED PUBLIC OR DRUNKS WALKING/DRIVING AROUND
TOWN/SCHOLS/STORES/PARKS/OR BEACHES! KEEP IT HOME! NOTE (not staff note): AS LIQUAR
SALES ARE RESTRED! + HOME USE ONLY.
We don't favour the legalization of cannabis, but once it is legal, leave the gov't regulators out of
it.
We fully support medical cannabis but strongly disagree with legalization of recreational
cannabis. We suggest you look at the data from Colorado legalizing Marijauna in 2014. There's a
lot of good information online. This is not a great idea.
We have enough problem with Alcohol - JUst look at the Weekly Police report. Please, not in our
Town.
We have enough problems in Creston without having to introduce any type of drug use
We moved from our last home because the smell of people smoking cannibis was sickening, in
the neighborhood.
We think the location of Cannabis retail stores should be in government areas eg. Liquor Store.
And prescripted by Doctors for medical reason (PAIN). Thank You.
What if it was set up like a very secure pharmacy? The person running it vetted by the RCMP? All
buyers Ids checked (for age). What about Break in Time sold to the appropriate vendor & can be
a place to sell securely & can be a cafe in walking distance to smoke and have coffee. Secure
outside spot with gate locked...enough away from other businesses? and under public and
RCMP eye...seems a bit close to high school but if properly secured?






When you restrict smoking, you should also restrict wood-burning stoves and furnaces. These
produce 1000x more harmful effects that any cigarette.
Who will "police this - the RCMP or by-law officer? Will there be fines, jail time for violators?
Does the town "directly" benefit financially?
Who will be paying for incidents and extra policing, medical assistance caused by this new
government scheme???
Minimize the local impact of this harmful federal mistake

Online Results











Hours of operation for the one store: 11:00AM to 6:00PM
- Age of purchase not asked for in the questionnaire: I recommend 19, same as drinking
age.
- If the Town sets up a bylaw for banning pot smoking in public places, who is going to
enforce the
I support legalization and ease of access for those that choose to imbibe.
- I believe smoking (incl tobacco) & vaping should be banned from all public spaces and
therefore to me it doesn't matter if a shop is next door to schools and recreation sites.
Annual reviews for the next 10 years
- Maybe locate the marijuana stores next to a bank; it will cost dependents a lot of
money, which can ruin relationships and families."
As per #4 maximum number of establishments. I feel the free market will determine what
number or retail establishments can be set up here in Creston. Kimberley now has 2 that
services 2 distinct populations, with Tamarack in Marysville having a mandate to best serve the
aging populations. Due to this I am careful as to not preset a limit. I would believe a medical only
facility, and a recreation base retail would serve well as per what other communities in BC have
done (RE: kimberley)
- #5 cannabis and ETOH/alcohol should be treated both as controlled intoxicants, not as
somehow separate or special from one another
- #6 should be held to the same standard as other controlled substances IE:
ETOH/alcohol, Tobacco.
- #7 continue to keep Creston a smoke free community inside public and commercial
buildings.
- #8 Keep development of landscape as per current guidelines and regs in creation valley
(i.e. distance from utilities, fire hydrants, sidewalks)
- #9 all common public grounds (parks, sideways, community centres etc) should have a
no smoking/vaping ban in place as a bylaw with fines to help fund local addiction
services. Plenty of non-communal areas to have a smoke
As someone mildly allergic to cannabis smoking bans in public areas (sidewalks and public roads)
is very important for my comfort living in the area.
Cannabis should be treated like alchol and only be consumed in private residence or in lounges
set up for strictly for cannabis consumption.



















"Cannabis should be treated pretty much the same as alcohol. I wouldn't expect retailers or
consumers of cannabis to behave any less responsibly than those who sell or consume alcohol.
- Creston is a small town with rather limited commercial space. Let's trust cannabis
retailers to operate and chose their locations with as much consideration for the safety
of youth as liquor store owners. No need to make laws when there's really no problem
to regulate. Cannabis will bring money to the economy in Creston. Let it be."
"Cannabis usage leads to harder drug use and addiction.
- Questions 5,6 and 8 have inappropriate selections. This forces people to make
selections that are biased toward cannabis usage. Selections should be added as
follows:
 #5- never open
 #6- no stores
 #8- no growing"
Common sense rules
- Don't demonize the users or distributors.
- Use similar guide lines as with e.g.: liquor store rules."
Conservative to start
Distances for smoking cannabis should be regulated same as tobacco.
Don’t think there should be a limit on the number of dispensaries. The private matket will sort it
out. Let people lease up space if they think they have a viable business. Some of these
entrepreneurs may have good ideas to attract new people to town. Cannabis tourism ðŸ¤”
further to 4. If there is/are stores in Erickson, then only 1 store in Town [2 maximum for the
area]
good luck
How far is Jimmy's new liquor store from the high school? Cannabis should be treated the same
as alcohol and sold in the liquor stores. If people are unhappy with that, maybe they should ask
themselves why it's ok to have a liquor store that close to a high school.
"I /we believe that cannabis should be used for medicinal purposes only and that the use of it be
regulated by a medical Doctor, and the distribution of it should be through a Pharmacy...Your
questionnaire is incomplete, as in some questions it should have an area for comments other
than the list to pick from. # 5 , # 6, #8 "
"I am a smoker. Ironic that cannabis is going to be legal but menthol cigarettes have been
banned....
- I do not believe that cannabis, other than for medical purposes, should be
decriminalized. It destroys brain cells, particularly in the young, and long term studies
have shown that it exacerbates vascular conditions that increase the risk of heart attack
and stroke.
- Landlords should have the right to deny or evict tenants who smoke or grow cannabis in
their buildings. It stinks and non-users should not have to put up with it.
- Question 6 does not give options with enough range."
























I am afraid that the Town of Creston will restrict the number and location so as to make it
difficult to get for non-driving seniors and others whose health or condition will not allow for
simple access to a cannabis store.
I am an older resident in Creston, and do not use tobacco or cannibus, but feel they are two
different products and should not be treated the same in legislation.
"I am concerned about an apparent lack of a legally binding method of determining if an
individual is driving a motor vehicle under the influence of cannabis. I think that until a proven
(in court) method is developed, that the government should back off on legalization."
I AM CONCERNED ABOUT THE COST FOR MEDICAL AND POLICING! WE SPENT $s WARNING
ABOUT CIGARETTE SMOKING & NOW THE GOV.(F&P) ARE MAKING MORE HAZARDOUS
MATERIALS LEGAL? - STUPID! FOR MEDICAL USE-O.K. NOT RECREATIONAL USE.
I am concerned that growing cannabis outdoors will create a need to protect the plants, and
that could get ugly in urban areas.
- I am as adamant about no smoking cannabis or tobacco in public places. It would be as
unacceptable to be subjected to second hand cannabis smoke as it is to be subjected to
tobacco.
I am in favour of Cannabis usage for medical purposes only.
I am not a supporter in the least bit for legalized Marijuana but people will always find a way to
justify its so called benefits. I would rather not have it in my town at all! I know that the
likelihood of it coming is very real so I would hope that very strict bylaws and enforcement will
be implemented.
I am not opposed to edibles being consumed in lounges/cafes I just have concerns about air
quality/breathing issues being effected by the smoke.
I am strongly against this action by government or town. We already have a problem with drunk
drivers and now will have a problem with drugged drivers. This is a mind altering drug and will
just cause more problems with both the adult population and the youth... just as tobacco young
persons will access it even though it may be legislated for persons over 18.
I am strongly opposed to the cannabis so try to have less damage with that drug as possible.
I am STRONGLY OPPOSED to the legalization of marijuana!!!!!(I know that this is a federal
decision) It should be used for medical reasons ONLY. I fear that some people (especially
children) will get a hold of some brownies or cookies that are laced with marijuana. Extremely
strict regulations and bylaws need to be in place!
i am totaly against legalization of cannabis.
I believe that special locations for smoking and vaping cannabis should be allowed. I just object
to any smoking that can cause irritation to others such as people smoking cigarettes/cannabis
where we're eating and in other general public places. Vaping doesn't create the clouds of
irritating smoke.
"I believe there is too much recreational drugs on the market/street now. We don't need more,
we can't control what is legal now. Read the news papers and watch the TV news of all the
tragic incidents that are happening due to drugs/alcohol. This is a small town, and it affects all
of us.


















I can see how the questions are laid out...specifically the last question regarding public smoking
of cannabis and tobacco. Attempting to sneak in a bylaw regarding tobacco smoke in public
areas along side marijuana is rather underhanded and a completely separate issue. Stop the
dishonest accumulation of opinion and stick to the topic at hand. Sincerely, A resident aware of
your dealings.
I do believe there should be designated areas for medicating with cannabis, however I do not
want to smoke along side someone smoking a cancer stick. Tobacco and cannabis should not be
in the same category.
I do not agree with having cannabis anywhere that young people may be.
I do not think that cannabis and tobacco bylaws should be lumped together. They are two
different plants that cause two different reactions in the body.
"I don’t know the legislation but from this survey it appears that cannabis sales will be in standalone facilities only. Is this the case? If a business may apply for a cannabis retail license as only
a part of its operations, much like liquor, then this survey may need to be worded differently.
- In regards to #7, I would say cannabis smoking should follow the laws for tobacco
smoking, except if a business operates for the sole purpose of smoking cannabis, much
like cigar lounges.
- And what about ingestibles? They will be legalized in 2019. Will the same laws apply?
- And what about commercial growing and sales? This is an agricultural valley and we
already have farm gate sales of fruits, vegetables and meat. What about pot?
- What about the farmers market? We currently have liquor available for sample and sale
there. Will it be the same for cannabis?"
I DON'T THINK CANNABIS SHOULD BE ALLOWED UNTIL THERE IS A ROADSIDE TEST FOR HOW
IMPAIRED A DRIVER IS. THERE IS TOO MUCH DISTRACTED AND DRUNK DRIVING ALREADY AND
THIS WILL MAKE THE SITUATION MUCH WORSE. CURRENTLY THERE IS NO ROADSIDE TEST THAT
CAN BE GIVEN FOR T.H.C. LEVELS.
I feel it would create many problems for our lovely town and even create more crime and
trouble for our enforcement officers. I would also not do our young people any good
I feel that point of sales should be nowhere near any youth or family facility. 5 blocks is not far
enough. The legalization of sale and use of this drug should not have even been considered.
I feel the legalization is good for those that want to or need to use cannabis. But at the same
time we need to find a balance for those that do not want or need to use cannabis.
I have nothing against medical cannabis but allowing it for recreational us is only going to
increase our countryâ€™s drug problem. Yes the government will get more taxes dollars.
However is it a good idea to make money off of a country smoking itâ€™s self to death?
I hear Shoppers Drugs Canada has been given the nod already for drug distribution. So you
question #3 is flawed. The Town should be considering the adjunctive problems that free
cannabis use will have on our streets. We have to watch we don't fall into the Rabbit Hole that
exists in Nelson. Nelson streets are not a positive environment for young children to experience.
We should be setting an example, not supporting an unhealthy and lethargic lifestyle. The Town
had better make sure the legal liability of the town is properly reviewed. Our town can not
















afford a protracted legal suit. The Government sent cigarettes in their care packages to our
soldiers during the Second World War and now look what's happened to that health issue. The
government is doing the same thing again, only with cannabis. When will we learn !
I hope our council will choose to maintain the integrity of our community and not allow this
culture to permeate our valley.
"I hope that there is the development of a diverse marijuana friendly industry to support the
economy and as such the idea of what a 'cannabis retail' location is becomes really expansive. I
think that if cannabis is going to publicly smoked locations can develop a smoking section to be
respectful of this that do not wish to partake and to create an atmosphere of legitimacy for
those that do. Ostracizing users will continue to support a criminal element and the idea of
irresponsible use. Visibility can come with the social fabric supporting responsible use which
leads the conversation towards a place of health and sustainability and away from deviancy,
addiction and abuse.
- Disclaimer for accountability - I am not an active smoker or grower - I am a resident who
really wants to see Creston expand its economic options and have its population be
'healthier' in all ways. "
I strongly oppose the legalization of recreational cannabis sale or use. It follows, therefore, that
I am completely opposed to its sale/use in the town of Creston.
"I support having cannabis retail stores.
- I feel that the distances used to licence liquor outlets should be used for this as well.
- I also feel that at this time there is no need to have smoking or vaping in public. Many
business have proven that they do not adhere to the 6 meter rule for smoking near
doors or windows. Why should be believe that smoking cannabis in public would be any
different.
- The last item of concern is businesses who provide a designated room for smoking
cannabis. This issue has many concerns such as 2nd hand smoke and the employees
exposure and driving after their shift is completed. Has Worksafe BC made any rulings
about the exposure of workers to 2nd hand cannabis smoke. "
"I think having a medical supply place is beneficial.
- Having smoking/vaping in any public location makes things very uncomfortable for
many people - it's a strong smell that makes many feel sick. "
I think legalization should happen only after appropriate laws are in place to deal with
infractions on the roads, in schools and workplaces - not before potential problems are
addressed.
I think that any retail establishment should be isolated from youth facilities
I think the Town should operate the pot-shop and use the profits to pay for a new fire hall.
If You Can't Smoke , You Can't Toke
I'm am concerned about smoking /vaping of cannibis in public. That includes public areas but
also neighbourhoods outdoors
























In my opinion, and I am not alone, Marijuana smoking, selling should be banned completely, it
has been proven that there are more automobile accidents, and other accidents that smoking
weed has caused. It also leads to other people to try other mind altering drugs.
In studies that have been taken in Colorado where cannabis was legalized it has shown great
detriment to the community and particularly to the youth. I highly discourage our community
to open the door to open distribution of this drug. It is a gateway drug to many other addictive
and lethal drugs that a healthy community fights to remove. Please keep Creston drug reduced.
It really doesn’t matter where the retail stores are as long as they follow the rules of who can
buy. No minors...
It's about time that cannabis becomes legal. I feel it should be regulated and treated roughly the
same as alcohol.
Less than 13% of the population of Canada uses marijuana. Why should we be ignoring the
rights/wants/wishes of the other 87%? I find the stink of marijuana disgusting.
Lets fill up all the vacant stores in Creston with cannabis stores, have them pay taxes to help pay
for our new firehall, or whatever we need more taxes for.
Let's keep the uninformed and often hysterical NO Faction out of the decision process.
Locations should be out of sight from all public areas including highways and main streets.
Smoking/vaping of anything in public areas including parks, bus shelters, sidewalks, etc. should
be prohibited!! ALWAYS
Look at results where this has been legalized and see that there are only more issues to deal
with.
Marijuana will be a controlled substance like alcohol. It's usage should be treated in the same
manner. There should be no smoking of anything in spaces the public frequents on a regular
basis. No problem with designated areas for smoking ....of anything.
My only real concern with people growing cannabis plants outdoors is the smell. Maturing
cannabis plants can smell very skunky, and that could get pretty intense if multiple people in a
neighborhood were growing their plants outdoors.
My opinion is: The # of cannabis or liquor stores should not be regulated by the government. If
there were 20 clothing stores in town, many of them would not be able to make a go of it. The
same would be the case for cannabis/liquor stores. The caveat on this is that the businesses are
privatized.
Need to have bylaws where cannabis can be smoked.. so many feet or meters from a building
cant have smoking on a bar patio
Not sure of your definition of rec. marajuana. Number of times consumed? Where people are
allowed to grow and the number of plants. Policing of this will nearly be impossible. How often
purchasing, selling to minors illegally. Growing 4 plants for your own use becomes 6 plants and
selling for financial gain. Under cutting legal sales facilities. In a small town like Creston finding
a place to sell away from kids is going to be a very difficult decision.
Personally don't think it's a good idea to have cannabis legally in use for recreational. So many
people died each year for the use of drugs such as cannabis.














Personally I am more in favor of decriminalization than outright legalization, but if this is what
will happen so be it. If it is to be legal and regulated like alcohol, then all of those rules should
apply accordingly. There should be no restrictions on retailerâ€™s numbers or locations that are
not placed upon any other legal businesses as that would be discriminatory. If proper regulatory
control is upheld (age restrictions and where consumption is permitted) then there should be no
fear of where the outlets are located. I do not feel that this will impact positively to our local
economy other than to the retailers themselves unless the town has a plan to generate revenue
from these retailers over and above the regular business taxes. If cannabis is legal, there should
be no restrictions where on a personal property that it may be grown, although I believe that
the police beat in the paper will be saturated with the cannabis plants gone missing in the near
future. I am not against cannabis consumption in age restricted lounges, bars and the like, but
smoking/vaping should not be allowed just as tobacco is not allowed. That being said, you
cannot take your alcoholic beverage outside when you go outside for a cigarette and thus
smoking cannabis outside the confines of the establishment where they are sold should also not
be permitted. When it comes to a public place, consumption should be the same as alcohol.
Proper permits and restricted areas need to be in place (like a beer garden at a baseball
tournament). Thank you for the opportunity to express opinions on this subject.
Please do the right thing.
Please refer to this article on the effects of second-hand cannibis smoke. Health of people will
be greatly impacted, especially those with asthma, COPD, etc.
- http://www.dailymail.co.uk/health/article-5531929/Second-hand-weed-smoke-effectarteries-cigarettes.html
Pot legalization will be Mrs Trudeau prize legacy. 30 years from now pot users will class action
sue government for heath related issues. Tobacco went the same route. Meantime we are
dumbing down our population,as if we need that!
Re #2 question: I believe that taxes from cannabis sale will benefit the province and the country
but am unsure if this revenue will trickle down to the community level.
Regulations should be very similar to that of current retail liquor store regulations.
Ron Toyota is a terrible Mayor, he should step down. Actually in general the entire town Council
is pathetic and dont seem to be listening to the community. Why was this extended? Maybe
because the results werwnt what they wanted, the need to stop being so antiquated and get
with the times
Sadly, this questionnaire misses the target of protecting the most vulnerable, that is children.
For example, nowhere does the questionnaire address the responsibility of adults who smoke
joints in their home, to protect their young children from the effect of weed smoke. That is
insanity on the governments part to allow children to be exposed to weed inside their parents
dwelling. At least with alcohol, it has a means of being stored with a lid on it. In the case of
weed, once it’s lit up, everyone within a few feet is going to be exposed to the affects. That’s an
insane judgement handed down by the stupid Liberal government. I am sure that this particular
aspect of legalization of pot will have far reaching affects on the future health of the children
who are now going to be made vulnerable to the toxic affects of this decision.






















Seattle would be a good example to follow.
Should not be allowed in Creston Period!!!!
Should treat as any other business. If to owners do it wrong they will not be in business long.
smoking and using tobacco or pot should be on private property only. not on the streets out side
of buildings or any where else.
Smoking restrictions should be the same as current cigarette restrictions. I am not interested in
second hand smoke.
Sorry, I don't agree with the legalization in any form.
The ideal place for the sale of cannabis should be in the same building as liquor outlets so it can
be heavily regulated for age restrictions.
There must be some enforceable bylaw to prevent smoking of tobacco, canabis and vaping in
the public areas and parks around Creston.
"They whined about tobacco for years and now pot is going to be legal? What a farce! I would
rather have someone smoke tobacco at least it doesn't stink as bad and the person smoking
tobacco can still operate a vehicle or machinery. Nothing like having fryheads on the worksite!!!
This is all about greed, typical government... claim they care, but it always boils down to
money!!!
- Question 9: Cannabis should be banned from smoking in all public places, who cares
about where tobacco or vaping is smoked."
This community has endured enough drug related issues...allowing it to be sold/smoked here
will only escalate the issues. If Cardston AB forbids the sale etc of alcohol....why can't Creston
forbid the sale etc of an addictive drug?
This is a small town therefore I would prefer no store. But if there must be one, keep it away
from our kids and youth
This is now to be legal. It will never go away, so the more limits placed on the point of sale the
greater the black market will remain.
This may not go over well but people need to realize our world is changing and the drama
around cannabis needs to end and people really need to grow up on the subject .
Treat use like drinking
We are strongly opposed to the Federal Government's decision to legalize. We feel that strong
measures should be taken to limit and restrict the use of recreational cannabis. The use of
cannabis in public places is a definite health concern for the residents of Creston, especially
children and the elderly. We are also not satisfied that sufficient measures could be taken to
prevent under-age use of recreational cannabis. Every step should be taken to discourage
Creston residents from using cannabis.
We feel very strongly about the vaping/smoking/etc in public areas and lounges...why would we
take a step backwards by allowing it in lounges??
We oppose the legalization of pot and do not want to be around it near restaurants or stores,
nor smell it. We just moved here in early retirement recently from Calgary, Alberta to retire and
enjoy our remaining years. If we want pot smoking crap we can move back to Calgary!





While I believe cannabis should NEVER have been illegal, Smoking AND/or 'vaping' should be
banned in EVERY public area in the whole town. Tobacco addicts should be confined to private
indoor spaces or (as in hospital patients) rooms which are properly serviced by air cleaners.
Picking up butts around town is not my fave, nor is sinking so low as to be allowing our town to
be covered with garbage - toxic or otherwise
You will mostly hear from advocates. Most who are opposed are afraid to say anything and are
not organized

Phone Comments:


Resident called in concerned about question #9 being diluted by the inclusion of tobacco in the
question. She feels that tobacco smoke and cannabis smoke are two completely different issues
and should not be addressed together.

RECREATIONAL CANNABIS LEGALIZATION
COMMUNITY QUESTIONNAIRE
The Town of Creston is inviting feedback from the community regarding the upcoming
legalization of recreational cannabis. Please complete this questionnaire and return it to Town
Hall, or alternatively, complete the questionnaire online at creston.ca prior to April 3, 2018.
The Government of Canada is planning for the legalization of recreational cannabis in the summer of
2018. Cannabis is a plant which can be smoked, vaporized, or infused into food and drinks. Sale of
edible products will not be part of the initial legislation, but will likely be introduced at a later date.
The purpose of this questionnaire is to gather information from the residents of the Town of Creston
which will inform Council for the creation of appropriate Bylaw amendments for the regulation of
recreational cannabis in Creston. Most aspects of legalization are the responsibility of the Federal
and Provincial governments, but there are some aspects which the Town of Creston anticipates
having the ability to regulate. These include:
•
•
•

Retail Locations and Regulations
Public Consumption
Retail Hours of Operation

•
•

Land Use and Zoning
Home Cultivation

PLEASE TAKE A FEW MOMENTS AND ANSWER THE FOLLOWING QUESTIONS:
1. Do you support or oppose the legalization of cannabis for recreational use in Canada?
cc Strongly support
cc Somewhat support

cc Strongly oppose
cc Somewhat oppose

cc Neither support nor
oppose

2. Do you agree that having legitimate businesses related to cannabis sales will be positive for the
local economy?
cc Strongly agree
cc Strongly disagree
cc Neither agree nor
cc Somewhat agree
cc Somewhat disagree
disagree
3. If cannabis retail stores are permitted in the Town of Creston, which locations do you feel would
be appropriate?
Check all that apply
cc Downtown Core
cc Creston Valley Mall area

cc Northwest Boulevard
cc Any commercial area
cc Unsure

cc Other (please specify)

4. Municipalities will have the ability to regulate the number of retail cannabis stores once
recreational cannabis sales are legalized in Canada. Do you think there should be a maximum
number of retail cannabis businesses allowed in Creston?
cc No
cc Unsure
cc Yes
If Yes, how many:

5. Currently, retail liquor stores in Creston are permitted to be open from 9am – 11pm (as per
provincial legislation). Cannabis retail stores in Creston should be permitted to be open:
cc Same opening hours as liquor stores
cc Longer opening hours than liquor stores

cc Shorter opening hours than liquor stores
cc Unsure

6. The proposed Federal and Provincial legislation will give municipalities the authority to establish
minimum-distance requirements between cannabis retail stores and other public places. For each
of the uses listed below, please indicate what you feel is an appropriate minimum-distance from
cannabis retail stores:
1
2
3-5
>5
none
block blocks blocks blocks unsure
Elementary and secondary schools
Liquor stores
Daycares
Parks & playgrounds
Youth facilities
Public recreation/community facilities
Other cannabis retail stores
Other (Please specify)

7. Should cannabis smoking / vaping be permitted in age-restricted lounges and cafes?
cc Yes

cc No

cc Unsure

8. The Federal government has indicated that individuals will be allowed to grow up to four cannabis
plants at home. Should they be allowed to grow their cannabis plants outdoors?
cc Yes, anywhere on their property
cc Yes, but set back from property line

cc No, inside only
cc Unsure

9. Should the Town consider a bylaw regarding where cannabis and tobacco may be smoked and
vaped?
cc Yes, cannabis AND tobacco smoking / vaping should be banned in all public places
cc Yes, ONLY cannabis smoking / vaping should be banned in all public places
cc No
cc Unsure
cc Other (please specify)
10. I am a: cc Town Resident
cc Town Business Owner
12. Additional Comments / Concerns:
Please return form to:
Town of Creston
238 10th Ave N, Box 1339
Creston BC
V0B 1G0
by April 3, 2018

11. Your Postal Code:

